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Abstract 
In the automotive industry, the influence of poro-elastic 

components on acoustic comfort has been mostly 

investigated for airborne noise at mid- and high frequency 

ranges; however, due to the lack of adequate theoretical 

formulations, the influence of poro-elastic in numerical 

vibro-acoustic simulation at lower frequency range has often 

been ignored or simplified by the use of distributed 

spring/mass on the BIW structure and impedance on the 

acoustic medium. In the last few years, new theoretical 

developments contributed to overcome this limitation by 

providing an efficient FEM formulation for poro-elastic 

material modelling.  This FEM approach, implemented in 

VTM (Vehicle Trim Modeller) software developed by ESI-

Group, enables the computation of the coupled response of a 

fully trimmed vehicle by taking into account the BIW 

structure, the acoustic cavity and the poro-elastic 

components (carpet, dash insulator, headliner, seats…). This 

paper presents theoretical background and industrial 

application examples using these new developments. 

Introduction 
Over the last few years, a great deal of work concerning the 

modelling of trim in FE has been published.  The 

development of a new (u,p) formulation for the 

representation of trim in FE has provided researchers and 

engineers the opportunity to investigate further the physics 

involved with full vehicle and component trim modelling. 

This paper summarizes the theoretical foundations of FE 

trim modelling as implemented in VTM. It also provides 

references to a wide range of industrial case studies from 

component TL to full trimmed vehicle simulation, as well as 

pillar fillar modelling and new trim concept design.  

Trim FE modeling vs TMM 
Duval and al. have shown in [1] that: “ … the TMM 

(Transfer Matrix Method) was giving excellent results for 

flat samples with spatial windowing but was not at ease with 

curved shapes due to the decrease of Insertion Loss slopes of 

insulators with curvature [2][3].  First 3D investigation on a 

simplified trimmed half-cylinder structure using poroelastic 

trim FEM modeling in the low and middle frequency gave 

promising results and proved that this approach was 

necessary to catch the three dimensional coupling effects 

between structures and trims [4]. 

Trim FE modelling vs Spring/Mass/Dashpot 
It has been observed that the spring/mass/dashpot approach 

to represent the trim interaction with the structure is of 

limited value since it is not a predictive model, the properties 

of the spring/mass/dashpot having to be tuned to provide 

proper accuracy. The frequency domain where this approach 

is successful is well below 100 Hz. Trim FE modelling can 

represent the physics from 0 to 500 Hz for full vehicle and 

up to 700Hz for structureborne coupled vibro-acoustic 

response on a sub-assembly such as a floor and up to 1000 

Hz for airborne transmission loss of sub-assemblies [1].   

Hilbrunner and al. [5] have observed while studying pillar 

fillers that:”The efficiency of open cell or semi-closed foam 

are strongly due to the Biot parameters. That is why a simple 

mechanical model (without Biot parameters) is not accurate 

enough to represent the physical phenomena”. Up to 20db 

variation between mass and Biot approach on the majority of 

the frequency bands between 100 to 2000 Hz for a simple 

tube and cavity setup was observed.   

Industrial considerations 
To be of value, a solution such as VTM has to be able to 

handle industrial class of problems.  “Today (2005), the size 

of an FE model corresponding to a small car body in white 

(BIW) is ranging from 500,000 to 750,000 elements. When 

doors close the BIW, and equipments (such as the dash-

board) are introduced the model size can reach 1,000,000 to 

2,000,000 elements … It is now possible to realize 

calculations of vibration and acoustic frequency transfer 

responses up to 500 Hz for FE model sizes ranging from 

500,000 to 1,000,000 elements…The proposed system 

approach facilitates data exchanges between carmakers and 

suppliers. By using incompatible meshes, supplier can 

totally ignore the FE model of the vehicle”[6]. 

Theoretical background 

Porous material modelling 
As described in references [7][8][9], propagation of elastic 

and acoustic harmonic waves, with an e-i t time dependency, 

in porous elastic media is governed by the following system 

of modified Biot’s equations: 
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The vector U represents the skeleton displacement, 
s
klσ the 

components of the stress tensor in the skeleton and p the 

acoustic pressure.   is the angular frequency,  is the 

porosity and fs ρρ ~~
, are respectively the skeleton and fluid 

equivalent mass densities, which are related to the real mass 

densities fs ρρ ,  of the structure and fluid by: 
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Where eρ  is the effective mass of the interstitial fluid given 

in reference [9]. Equation 5 represents the inertial coupling 

factor coefficient and equation 6 represents the stiffness 

coupling factor 
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The coefficient R represents the bulk modulus of the porous 

elastic media. 
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Coefficients Kb , Ks represent respectively the bulk modulus 

of the skeleton with vacuum inside and of the material of the 

skeleton, and finally Ke represents the effective bulk 

modulus of the interstitial fluid as given in reference [9]. 

Biot parameters identification 
At the beginning of the decade few engineers had the 

opportunity to work with Biot parameters.  Then, only a 

handful of labs were able to provide these values based on 

extensive sophisticated measurements. Fortunately, todays 

situation has drastically changed.  Biot parameters can be 

identified using an indirect method.  Based on a simple 

impedance tube measurement, Biot parameters can be 

calculated using different optimization algorithms [10].  

These identified Biot parameters are the intrinsic properties 

of the poro-elastic properties because only one set of 

parameter values is possible in the solution.  To fully 

characterize foam type material extra properties such as the 

Young’s modulus and Damping of the foam structure is 

need.  These are easily obtained from a quasi-static 

mechanical test.  

Full vehicle modelling 
As described in [6], the trim of a full vehicle analysis can be 

added to the classical structure/fluid coupled linear system as 

a trim impedance matrix Y
~

. 

Figure 1: Untrimmed and trimmed configuration 

The dynamic equation of the trimmed vehicle can be written 

in the following form: 
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Where Zs is the mechanical impedance of the master-

structure (car body in white), Ac is the acoustic admittance 

of the internal cavity. Csc is the surface coupling operator 

between the untrimmed master-structure surfaces directly in 

contact with the internal acoustic cavity. 

U is the displacement field vector of the master-structure, P 

the pressure field of the internal cavity; F the external force 

field applied to the master-structure, and Q represents 

internal acoustic sources. The matrix YRRY '
~ = is the 

transferred impedance matrix of the porous component 

where R is the transfer operator relating the degrees of 

freedom of the porous component to the degrees of freedom 

of the master structure and of the internal cavity,

Linear system equation (8) is solved using structural and 

acoustic normal modes. This has the great advantage of 

keeping the trimmed linear system to be solve the same size 

as the initial BIW linear system.  

Transmission Loss modelling 

Figure 2: Diagram showing a transmission Loss setup 
for a trimmed dash panel 

As described in [11] the implementation of the Transmission 

Loss (TL) computation is based on FEM-BEM method 

allowing calculation of the acoustic TL of a double wall 

trimmed component of arbitrary shape, involving in 

particular the use of poro-elastic materials (foams, fibers, 

etc..) between structural outer panels with or without air 

gaps (see Figure 2). 

 Theory used for TL modelling is based on displacement-

pressure formulation (u,p) proposed by Atalla et al. [7][8]. 

This formulation has been extended to study vibro-acoustic 
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problems involving interactions between a master structure, 

a fluid cavity and trim components made of poro-elastic 

material. This formulation has been implemented into VTM 

and details of this formulation are given in [12][13]. 

Complex industrial applications require the modelling of 

interactions between porous media and infinite fluids of the 

emission and reception rooms. The method proposed 

consists in adding an air gap between the porous media and 

the infinite fluid. On the coupling surface  separating the 

air gap and the external fluid (see Figure 2), two boundary 

conditions are defined: a) continuity of pressure : pg = pe  

and b) continuity of normal displacement: un
g = un

e. Symbols 

g and e denote respectively the air gap and the external fluid. 

The weak formulation of the porous media including the air 

gap is given by: 
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Where, Z represents the mechanical impedance of the 

skeleton, A represents the admittance of the interstitial fluid 

and the air gap, Ĉ represents volume coupling terms 

between the skeleton and the interstitial fluid, sC
~

represents 

surface coupling term between the porous media and the 

elastic structure, sC  represents surface coupling terms 

between the porous media, the air gap and the external fluid. 

The use of this formulation combined with integral 

representation of pressure in the emission and reception 

domains and the use of the boundary conditions defined 

above enables the creation of a linear matrix system that 

yields Transmission Loss values of the component. The full 

theoretical background can be found in [11][14]. 

Applications 

Full vehicle analysis 
Hamdi and al. have studied in [6] the damping effect of trim 

on cavity modes and panels vibrations: “Due to trim parts, 

FRF reaches 10dB attenuation even in the low frequency 

range, which illustrate the strong coupling of porous elastic 

components with car-body structure. Correct modelling of 

the interaction aspects is crucial for the vibro-acoustic 

analysis in low and medium frequency ranges. 

Anciant and al. in [15] studied further correlation between 

test and simulation of a trimmed vehicle and investigated 

panel contribution: “For both [driver’s and passenger’s ear], 

a good agreement is observed between test and analysis 

pressure levels up to 400Hz. Resonance and global damping 

of acoustic responses is well reproduced by the simulation. 

This shows that VTM is able to correctly model the 

modification of the coupling between the structure and the 

cavity, due to the trim introduction in the coupled system 

…The good agreement between simulation and 

measurement results, demonstrate the capabilities of VTM 

software to predict accurately the coupled response of a full 

trimmed vehicle up to 500Hz, in a reasonable amount of 

time (  a night), by using a frequency distributed approach 

on a 4 multi-processor computation server”. 

Efforts have been made to further reduce computation time 

and memory usage of full vehicle models by using 

partitioning technique of trim component.  This method 

reduces memory usage but computation time is not 

significantly affected [16][17]. 

Transmission Loss  
New trim construction design are created based on FE trim 

simulation such as in [18] by Monet-Descombey: ”First, new 

and classical soundproofing concepts are applied on the 

inner dash insulator and compared experimentally and 

numerically with a global performance criterion including 

automotive conditions … a finite element model of a fully 

trimmed car is used to validate the new concept. Thanks to 

this work, a three layered component, better performing and 

lighter than a classical two layers solution, has been 

validated by the two industrial partners…Both experimental 

mock-up and a numerical model allow the study of the 

influence of pass through trimming and the presence of the 

instrument panel. [VTM] is used to predict the vibro-

acoustic response of the fluid-structure system including 

poroelastic parts and to test and analyze 2L- and 3L-

trimming configurations”. 

Zhang et al. have used FE modelling of the trim “…in order 

to predict efficiently the behaviour of the poroelastic parts 

(foam and felt) of the multilayer components. The numerical 

simulation not only reproduces the physical phenomena 

observed experimentally but also quantifies the influence of 

different factors. This comprehension leads to an optimal 

design to increase the acoustic performance with a light 

weight concept”[19].  

Duval and al. have been working for quite some time on the 

modelling of trimmed flat and curved panels and made 

comparisons between meticulous tests and simulations 

method finally understanding the physics behind the peculiar 

TL values measured for trimmed curved panels: “We have 

been observing experimentally for years on real industrial 

cases, that the Insertion Loss slopes of “mass-spring” 3D 

shaped insulators, like foam-heavy layer systems, were 

much lower than the classical 12 dB / oct flat sample slopes. 

Indeed, a three dimensional coupling occurs between the 

curved steel structure and the heavy layer, through the foam 

or felt leading to 8 or 9 dB /oct Insertion Loss slopes 

typically. Unlike the Transfer Matrix Method which 

simulates exclusively the Insertion Loss of flat samples and 

cannot represent the 3D behavior of the insulator even 

combined with thickness cartographies, trim FEM 

simulation captures the 3D coupling phenomena correctly 

for both a simplified trimmed half cylinder case and a 

complete trimmed floor module in the low and middle 

frequency range. This Transmission Loss study shows that 

poroelastic FEM simulation addresses the physics properly 

in the low and middle frequency range for both a simplified 

trimmed curved and flat panel case, as well as a complete 

floor module with airborne excitation up to 1000 Hz (IL 9 

dB/oct as measured); whereas the Finite Transfer Matrix 

Method, even with thickness 3D maps, is in difficulty not 
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only in terms of slope after the respiration frequency (IL=12 

dB/oct instead of 9 dB/oct) but also in terms of level. [20] 

Expandable foam in pillars 
Hilbrunner, Zhang, Wojtowicki studied in [5] the influence 

of a pillar filler in a simplified setup consisting of a concrete 

cavity and a pipe attached at the top.  Different material were 

placed in the tube completely or partially filling the tube at 

the sample location. Also developed in this study is a new 

material model for closed cell foam: “… proposed a 5 

parameters model with two different parts [21][22], see 

figure 13. …The 5 parameters are then adjusted to be used in 

the Biot model …VTM (FEM coupling formulation) is used 

to compute the vibro-acoustic simulation of the frame-cabin-

sealing assembly up to 2000 Hz. The comparison between 

numerical and experimental results shows a good correlation 

for each pillar filler and validates the whole numerical model 

allowing further parametric simulations”.  

Conclusion 
The FEM representation of the trim using Biot parameters is 

well appropriate at low to mid-frequency and in some cases 

critical in properly representing the physics of the interaction 

between a structure, a cavity and several trims. 
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